Figure S1

A

- **WES**: 121 cases, 22 adult, 96 pediatric
- **RNA-seq**: 124 cases, 31 adult, 91 pediatric
- **T-ALL patients**: 165 cases
- **Primary-remission**: 42 cases
- **Primary only**: 79 cases

B

- **SNVs + InDels**: Fusion and translocation
- **medial + PCGP**: Candidate drivers

C

- Mutations: C > A, C > G, C > T, T > A, T > C, T > G

D

- Pathways: NOTCH1, Epigenetic regulators, Transcription factors, PI3K-AKT pathway, JAK-STAT pathway, RAS pathway, Cell cycle
- Genes: NOTCH1, MYC, Immunophenotype, Mutated, Outcome, Age, Dead, Relapse, Alive, MRD, ETP, nonETP, Unknown
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